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Abstract: 
 
Analysis of DNA microarray data usually starts with a normalization step where intensities of 
different arrays are bought to the same scale so the intensity levels from different arrays can be 
compared with each other. Both simple total array intensity based and more complex “local 
intensity level” dependent normalization methods are developed and some widely used. Much 
less developed are methods for microarray data analysis which bypass the normalization step 
and therefore give results that are not confounded by possible normalization errors. Instead of 
working on the raw intensity levels, we proposed a new method for microarray data analysis by 
mapping each gene’s expression intensity level to a high dimensional space of SEDs (Signs of 
Expression Difference), the signs of the expression intensity difference between the gene and 
every other gene on the array. Since SED is unchanged under any monotonic transformation of 
intensity levels, SED based method is normalization free. When tested on a multi-class tumor 
classification problem, simple Naive Bayes and Nearest Neighbor method using SED approach 
gives results comparable with normalized intensity based algorithms. Furthermore, a high 
percentage of classifiers based on single gene’s SED gives good classification results, 
suggesting that SED does capture essential information from the intensity levels. SEDs also 
proved be to more sensitive metrics for identifying biomarker for various cancers types. 
Testing results on multi-class tumor classification and biomarker discovery problems suggest that 
SED based, normalization free method of microarray data analysis is feasible and promising. 
 
This is joint work with Hui Huang. 
 


